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Ronald Noble,
I have to stop the way you proceed on my ICC-file against Balkenende & co.
You behave too much like a politician instead of a Police-officer.
I know you take my 'warnings for terrorism-danger in NL & evidence of my ICC-case against
Balkenende & co very seriously'.
For example.
I outline to you 'that the International Criminal Court has NO administration what so ever'.
In respond, you publish 'Operating rules on Interpol-files for the Commission' on the Interpol-site.
Good! I like to read this. And I forwarded them to NoLandminesUk so they can try to protect themselves
against war-lords working with ICC, EU & UN.
ICC should have published similar rules in 2003 on their site! But they don't work with file-rules at all;
they don't work... They lie and manipulate truth so all lawcases / degrees are unfair and have to be done
all over again, after ICC decides to start to work with rules ...one day...
You work like a corrupt-politician:
● Based on my ICC-case against NL, ICC-employees have to be removed from the Int.Criminal
Court as soon as possible 'because they make terrorism with their lies & manipulations
= they are partial to NL, want to be this... Want to close dirty deals with some UN-employees...
Want to torture & kill war-victums who suffer due to their 'what so ever-policies'.
●

EU & UN look away when I report 'ICC is a concentrationcamp'.
Result: More war in DR Congo thanks to dark deals with local rebels
= 1 DR Congo war-lords goes to ICC-prision to prove ICC wants to stop wars, thanks to the
betrayal of another DR Congo war-lord, who is rewarded by UN & ICC and can stay in a powerful
position... This war-lords is now about to kill 250.000 war-victums? We will also have more
lawless individuals in Europe... & more death aid-workers in other war-zones, coming years.
This result occurs because ICC-employees are not intelligent enough for their jobs and can not
handle personal freedom & power given to them for their tasks.
ICC is supposed to be the most powerful Int.Court of law on Earth, not the most Criminal shitt
Court where lawless people are being assasinated after they turned to ICC for justice.

●

Interpol does not set boundaries to 'war-lord-politicians or ICC-employees'.
You come to agreements with EU- & UN-employees 'as if ICC is a fair Int.court of law'.
This proves 'that you don't care for what happens to war-victums who turn to ICC for Justice'.
It also proves 'that you continue to close deals with suspects/perpatrators who have to appear in
ICC-courtroom'.
For example: Balkenende & co should have been removed from NL-parliament by AIVD & NCTb
on 1 may 2007. The day I started my ICC-case. ICC should have published my case against hem
on their site in june 2007.
EU & UN should have stopped the NL-parliament, with the same
methods they use when they want to stop Russia or Islamic-parliaments
= create hatred in the media against those governments.
But ALL these organisations prefer to make terrorism themselves instead of stopping it...

●

When you continue talks with these organisation 'and blackmail them behind screenes', you
create terrorism tóó....
You - and Presidents' who are with Me - ALL make the same mistake
= you think 'that those war-criminals will withdraw from their political position, to save their own
face'.... They won't because they are psychopats; its a game.
= you think 'that ICC will start to work as a fair Int.court of law now I have my file published on
my sites'. This is NOT going to happen!
ICC-employees are free to be war-lords, so they will stay war-lords. ITS the NETHERLANDS...,
not Japan...!!!
You can't lose your face in NL, we have NO lawcases against misconduct. Hoge Raad is terrorist.

What do you need to do?
● Publish a protocol on the Interpol-site that proves
'how Interpol operates when (EU-)members of parliaments are brought to ICC, but still
work in their powerful position'.
● Make sure ICC-victums - the persons who start a lawcase against a criminalparliament in the EU with ICC - are being protected by Interpol, FBI or other
Intelligence Services, when they suffer due to war-crimes taking place within ICC
itself.
● Claim new Elections for parliament in the EU-country that is brought to ICC.
You have to make a choice:
Do you want to protect planet Earth against wars, or do you want to protect a handful of
criminal politicians?
We can replace politicians, but not build a second planet Earth....
In 30 years time there will be no planet left, due to mismanagement of rawmaterials & war.
I want you to recognise my ICC-case against NL with a letter, which I shall publish on the tab
Presidents' Offices on my mistes...
Now, you look rather stupid next to the Presidents who officially recognise me...
You are waiting for a miracle that will never happen!
Or... you have to 'remove terrorism from the Interpol-site'.

Have a good inspiring day in the Galaxy...

Desiree Stokkel.

